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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Einstein was the first one to develop the idea of the 
stimulated emission and absorption cf electromagnetic 
radiation ClJ. Then, Weber in 1953 C2J and Basov and 
Prckhorov in 195~ C3J discussed the application cf this idea 
to the amplification of electromagnetic radiation and the 
concept of population inversion between energy states 




In 195~ the first practical amplification device was made 
by Gorden, Zeiger, and Townes C~J, and these authors 
introduced the acronym masers CMlcrowave Amplification by 
Stimulated Emission of Radiation). Schawlcw and Townes, in 
1958, discussed the application of stimulated emission in the 
optical region CSJ and introduced the name lasers CLight 
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation). 
Maiman was the first one who used the principle of 
stimulated emission to make an optical amplifier and 
oscillator. He excited a ruby rod with plane parallel, 
silvered end-faces with light pulses from a gas discharge 
tube C6J. His work was continued by Collins and co-workers. 
2 
!hey demonstrated the coherence, directionality, and 
characteristic relaxation oscillations cf the stimulated 
emission C7J. 
!he first gas laser was developed in 1961 by Javan, 
Bennet, and Herriot CBJ. !hey used a helium-neon mixture in a 
discharge tube by placing the discharge between the mirrors 
of a Fabry Perot resonator. 
In 1962, the semiconductor diode laser was developed by 
Hall and Quist CS-lOJ. !he population inversion is effected 
by the injection of electrons and holes into a recombination 
zone. Because cf the direct conversion of electrical energy 
into light, diode lasers have high efficiencies and high 
radiation output in continuous operation. Also because of the 
short lifetime of the injected charge carriers, it is 
possible to easily modulate the light at frequencies into the 
microwave region by modulation of the current passing through 
the diode. One important difference between diode lasers and 
other types is that their operation is on the transitions 
between the energy bands rather than discrete energy levels. 
Up to the present time there have been thousands of 
papers written about semiconductor and diode lasers and each 
of them discusses different aspects of a diode laser 
characteristics. But still many aspects of diode laser 
behavior are complicated and less than fully understood. Some 
of the basic and easily measured properties of any laser are 
output power CllJ, threshold current, central emission 
3 
wavelength, spectral envelope, polarization, and the light 
versus current characteristic Cl2J. By changing different 
parameters such as dimensions, material composition, means of 
waveguidance, facet reflectivity, and operating temperature 
we can obtain desired properties. 
However a good model for diode laser is complicated. One 
problem concerns the very high gain of the laser medium and 
the low reflectivities of cleaved laser reflectors. 
Scott investigated the effects of large single pass gain 
on the power characteristicsC13-l~J. The effects of
longitudinal spatial hole burning due to the standing-wave 
saturating fields were also studied by Scott Cl3-l~J. Rigord 
ClSJ did the same thing but excl~ded the standing wave 
effects. However, neither author discussed distributed 
losses or spontaneous emission. Ulbrich and ?ilkuhn 
demonstrated the z dependence of the intensity in high gain 
semiconductor lasersClSJ. 
Some authors like Statz et al Cl7J, and Streifer et al 
Cl8J, believed in the importance of longitudinal spatial hole 
burning in low-gain semiconductcr lasers, while others such 
as Danielmeyer said that carrier diffusion eliminates 
longitudinal hole burning and is not important ClSJ. Rigcrd, 
Whiteaway, and Thompson discussed distributed losses and high 
gain in calculating laser output C20-21J, and Rigrod found 
the exact solution in the form of implicit transcendental 
equations which were extended by Schindler C23J. Casperson 
If 
investigated the effects of spontaneous emission on power 
curves and he gave an analytic expression for 
characteristics of multimode laser oscillators 




lasers. Suematsu et al. gave solutions of these equations and 
they presented the experimental determination of the 
spontaneous emission factor of an injection laser C2SJ. 
Hunter and Hunter gave a general result including cf 
spontaneous emission, longitudinal spatial hole burning, high 
gain, and distributed losses in a one dimensional single mode 
laser C26J, but they didn't include band to band absorption. 
Another paper was written by Streifer et al. C27J which 
included band-to-band absorption, spontaneous emission, high 
gain, and multimode effects, but not saturation. 
Petermann C2BJ used a dimensionless factor K and 
discussed the effects of spontaneous emission coupling into 
the modes cf gain-guided diode lasers. Streifer et al, used 
this K factor and discussed the value cf K fer narrow stripe 
gain-guided devices C29J, and they mentioned that this factor 
can be used to quantitatively explain the spectral difference 
between real refractive index and gain-guided lasers C30J. 
Cassidy worked ·on a diode laser model which included high 
and low single pass gain but net band-to-band absorption 
C31J. Some others such as Marcuse and Nash C32J used a 
computer model without any analitical simplifications. 
Streifer described an analytical model of diode lasers 
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applicable to both the lasing and the nonlasing lasers. He 
showed that for these homogeneously broadened devices, 
spectral envelope widths for TE and TM modes are related to 
power in each modal family and depend on spontaneous emission 
coupling into the transverse mode C33J. 
As we can see the effect of spontaneous emission on diode 
lasers is very strong and the amount of noise because of this 
effect is always very high compared to other lasers, 
especially in diode lasers operating below threshold er in 
the threshold region. However for wavelength sensitive 
communication links, laser diodes under modulation should not 
exhibit a time dependent power sharing among the various 
longitudin&l modes. This is an inherent problem with diode 
lasers because they are very high gain devices with 
extremely bread gain bandwidth C200 A). 
There are often many weaker satellite modes besides the 
main oscillating mode and these satellite modes may time-
share their power under modulation. In general, one finds 
that diodes which have stronger satellite modes under CW 
conditions also tend to behave more poorly under modulation. 
Hence, it would be highly desirable to have a truly single-
mode laser without any satellite modes, and it is natural to 
enquire into the factors that control the strength and number 
of these side modes. It has shown by Casperson and others 
that the occurrence of satellite modes is due to the 
unusually high level of spontaneous emission in diode lasers. 
6 
This large spontaneous emission input is able to drive 
longitudinal modes which otherwise would have been very 
slightly below threshold. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY 
The first detailed theoretical investigation of the power 
and spectral characteristics of multimode laser oscillators 
was reported by Casperson in 1975 C12J. Since that time there 
have been several further investigations of these subjects 
• 
emphasizing especially the effects of spontaneous emission on 
the oscillation characteristics for operation close to 
threshold. 
All treatments of multimcde oscillation necessarily 
involve several approximations, and published studies have 
varied somewhat as to the choice cf these approximations. The 
details depend on the specific problem under consideration 
and the level of rigor that is required. Our task here is to 
develop a model wHich includes the properties of the Fabry-
Perot cavity modes. 
The basic rate equations governing the populations and 
and intensity in multimode lasers can be written as: 
~Cvt- 1 + -~ ,,~ = S2Cv> - ~<v,t.z) - [ ~{V,t,z) - Ni(v,t,z) ] L E<v,v;) <I;+ I;) (1) 
aNi(v,t..z> = S1<v> + AuN1<v,t..z> + [ "'2<v,t..z> -
+ 
N.i<v,t..z> ] ~ B<v,vj) (1j + IJ1 - A.iN.i<v.t..z> <2> 
... ~ f. aoJ -4' 














where N.i and "'2 are the population densities of the upper and 
lower state of the laser transition, 51 and S:z are the 
corresponding pump rates, A1 and A:z are the corresponding 
total Einstein A coefficients for spontaneous decay, ~ is 
the part of the spontaneous decay that goes dir-ectly 
from level 2 to level 1, B is an effective Einstein B 
coefficient for the transition, C indicates the fraction of 
tha tctal spcntanaous emission that is added to the lasing 
mode, n is the index cf refraction, and " is the internal 
absorption loss coefficient. The intensities of the right and 
left traveling waves are repr-esented by 1+ and 1-
respectively. 
Diode lasers are, for many purposes, two level systems, 
and equations Cl)-(3) can be used to r-epresent their 
characteristics. Therefore, in the spontaneous emission 
terms, 1 "'2 might be 1.1.1ri tten as N:z =Ne+ Ne. where Ne is the 
excess above the thermal equilibrium concentration of 
electrons in the conduction band, and N1 can be written as 
9 
Ni= Nv+ Nv0 where Nv is the excess of electrons in the 
valence band. In the stimulated emission terms, Ni and ~ can 
be replaced by the total concentrations of electrons in the 
corresponding bands. By using these replacements, equations 
Cl)-(3) become 
~Cv ,t.,z) = S:l<v> - Az [ Nc<v ,t.,z) + Ne (v,t,z) l - [ NcCv ,t.,z) + Ne Cv ,t.,z) -
Nv<v,t.,z) - Nv Cv,t.,z)] L BCv~;) ( I; + I; ) (4) 
j 
aNiCv,t.z> = S 1Cv> + Au C Nc<v,t.,z) + Ne Cv,t,z) l + C Nc<v,t,z> + Ne <v,t,z) -
QO 
Nv<v,t.,z) - Nv Cv,t.,z) ] L B<v ~;) ( I; + I; ) -
j 
Ai C Nv<v ,t,z> + Nv Cv ,t,z) l (5) 
g ~ ± ~ = hV;l; J B<v,vj) [ Nc<v,t,z) + Ne ev.t.z> _ Nv<v.t..z> _ Nv Cv,t,z) ] dV _ 
..QQ 
V; + 4V 
2 
a I;+ hV Azs.C J 
v· AV 




c 1 + c 2<Y _ v-.> r dV dV; 
4Vh ) 
(6) 
The double integral in the last equation models the 
effects of spontaneous emission on the lasing mode which is 
between V;- ~ and 
By substituting 




thermal equilibrium concentration difference, 
4N is the 
5=~-~ 
= - <S1 + ~Ne. > , Az = ~ and At = 0 . If we assume chaI:"ge 
neutI:"ality is maintained, C Ne+ Nv=O ) , equations C'i)-(6) 
can be written as 
aNc:<v t.,z) .r -at = S<v> - ~,t.,z> - C 2Nc<v,t.,z> + AN<v,t.,.z) l ~ B<v,v;) < I; + I; > <7> 
J 
+ -
~t.,z) = - S + ~.t.,z) + [ 2Ndv,t.,z) + 4N <v,t.,z) l ~ E<v,v;> <I;+ I;> CB> 
J 
t ::! _,.ooJ 
n aI; ± aI; _ hVI~ 
cat. az- 1 
-00 
± 
B<v,vj) <2Nc + 4N ) dV - ~ Jj + 
v· + 4V '2 
hViA2C I 







For the steady state the~e is no variation with respect 
to time. Therefore equations C7)-(9) become 
0 = s - ~.t,z) - [ 2Ndv,t,z) + 4N <v,t,z) J L E<v ,vj) ( I; + I; ) <10> 
j 
ca 





J - 2 
j Nc<v,t,z) a + c 2~.: v-J -r ) dV dV; 
-00 
(11) 
F~cm equation ClO), we can find Ne, the excess of electrons 
in the conduction band, er 4N
0
, the thermal equilibrium 
ccncent~ation difference in tarms of other factors. 
and 
S<v> - 4N <v,t.,z) L: B<v ,vj) ( I; + I; > 
Ne= i 





S<v> - [ ~ + 2 L B<v,vj) ( I; + I; ) J Nc<v,t.,z) 
4N - j 
0 - L B<v,vj) (It+ I{> <13) 
j 
By introducing the net intensity gain coefficient of the J 
mode as 
QO 
gj(z) = hV I B<v ,vj) [ ZNc:<v,t.,z) + 4N Cv,t,z) l dV 
-aa 
QO 
= hV I B<v,vj) Ii 2SCv)/~ + 4N Cv,t.,z) l 
2 ""' ~. . • - dV 
-aa + ~ 4' c:Nl',Vj) < li + lj) 
J 
(14) 
and using equation C13) in equation Cl~), it is possible to 
write equation Cll) mere simply as 
V; +AV 
+ + 2 QO 
± a1~ = 9 ;<z> 1; - ti 1: + hV~c J J Nc<v,t..z> c11 ell; <15> az C 1 + [ 2<V - V;> r } 
Vj - AV -aa AVh 
2 
er if we use equation C13) directly in equation Cll), it 
becomes 
a1~ :t 
00J ( ± ~ = hVIj B<v ,v j) 2S(v)/ ~ + 4N <v ,t,z) l . ~ 1 2 '°"' + - dV-<iI;+ 




V. AV J - - 2 
J 
QO 1 ~ J Z<V-V.JrJ Ci+( AVtt -aa 
+ -
S(v)/~ - 4N <v,t,z) L B<v,vj) ( I; + I; ) 
A-z j dV dV· (16) 
2 ~ - • 1 I A-z ~ B(v,vj) ( lj + fj ) 
Now, by using the value of B<v,v;> = a / c 1 + c 20I - v;> J2 l AVtt 
12 
where 4Vh is the homogeneous linewidth, and the change of 
variable S - 2B0 /A, normalized intensities 
~ :t 
X; =SI; and 
normalized frequency Y<v> = QI - V0 )/ 4Vtt , and 
Y;<v> = CV; - V >I 4Vtt , equation C16) can be written as 
+ . -± '!" aoJ 2S<v)/A + AN <v,t.,z) dV - ~ X; + ax; = hVX; a 2 xn + -xn.... l 
± az -ao C1 + ( y - Y;) l C1 + ~ i + ( y _ y,v2 
Y; + AY 
2 
hVCB I 




1 ~ { 2S<v)/A + AN Cv,t,z) _ 
c 1 + < v - Y;>2 l 1 + L -xn~ + xn 
n 1 + (Y - y,v2 
4N <v,t,z) } dV dV; Ci 7> 
Then if we assume 
and 
S<v> = S,. exJ:J{ - C Z<V - Vg > r Ln 2 } 
4Vd 
AN Cv,t,z) = AN/ e:xi>( - C Z<V __ -_ Va) r Ln 2 } 
where 4Vd is Doppler linewidth, equation C17) becomes 
... 
- ~ QO 2S ± axj = hVX~ B I ( A + 4N ) ex:>( - ( Z<V 4Y v ) r Ln 2 } + az I d -
-oQD [ 1 + ( y - yi)2 l ( 1 + L Xn~ + Xii J dV - ~ X; + 
n 1 + ( Y - Yn) 
13 





1 { < ¥ + 4N > exce - c .:°"'w; 2:i2t..n 2 > -
1 + ( y - Yi >2 1 + L Xii + Xft 
n 1 +CY - Yrl)2 
4N exg( - [ 2( v - v ) J2 Ln 2 ) } dV dVi <18> 
AVci 
Ey the change or variable, dY = -Z. cv , equation C 18) can be 
4Vtt 
1.1.1ritten as 
co 2...2 ± :t I exc<- £-y , dY dY; _ _ 
± ~ = hV B X; ~· [ ~ + 4 N (z) ] [ 1 + ( v - V; i' ] [ 1 + L 1 !"; ~nl] er" -co n 
• 
Y; + AY 
• 2 
l:s x; + nvcs AVti r zs + 4N <z> J J 2 A 





1 +Cf - Y;)2 
Y; + 4Y 
2 
exr:i<- "2y2> dY dY; - halCl3 ~ 4N (z) I 
~ Xn++ :xn- 2 
1 + .£J 2 4Y 
n 1 + C Y - Yn> Y; - z 
co 2 •• 2 
I ext><- 1.-y ) dY dY; .\2 1 + CY - y,, 
-co 
(19) 
1.1.1here & = < 4V1t / 4V.., > a..n 2>.1'2 is the natural damping ratio. 
NCI.I.I ir 1.1.1e multiply both sides or equation C19) 
COJ exp( -g,~2) dY 
1 + y2 
-co 
and introduce the unsaturated gain 
co 
gQ = 2hVB 4Vh §_ J ex::>( -g, 2v2> A i 2 aY 
-aa + y 
and the unsaturated band-to-band absorption 
by 
QO 
9 = - hVB 4Vh AN em<- & Y > , I 2 2 
-ao 1+¥2 dV 
equation ClS) can be ~ritten as 
QO 
+ I ext>( - f. 2y.2, 
± ax~ _ i < , ..., c 1 + rt - vi' 1 c 1 + L Xn + Xn 1 dV 
az - I 9 0 - g ) QQ n 1 + N - ynf 




- e X; + 
dY dYi 
V;j~V 
Y; - 4Y 
2 
I 1 eXD( - &2¥2> i + < v - v~ 1 + L Xii + :xn-




C (gc - g) 
V;j~ 




T eXD( - &2¥2> dy 1 + y2 -co 
1 eXD( - f. 2ya, 
1 + N - v~ 1 + L Xt{ + :xn-
n 1 + C'f - YrJ2 
j 
-co 






If the gain per pass is small, both X;+ and Xi- may be 
approximated by a single parameter- X; C35J, and if ~e 
introduce 
~ 
G = Zgl 
QQ 2 2 
J exp(-&Y) dY 1 + y2 
-OD 
and 
G = 0 j 
-co 
2g 1 
exg( - &2v2> dY 
1 + y2 
equation C20) can be written as 
15 
CD exg( - t.2y2 ) ...... . 
I I 2Xn ] G > 2 -AX; = X.;<G0 - Ci + Cf - Y;> l Ci + * i + Cf _ y,u dY - 2a.X;l + -co 
Y; +AV 
2 
C <G0 - G'> J 
Y; _AV 
2 
j eXD< - &2y2) 
1 + (Y - v;f-
1 
i+l: 2Xft __ 
n 1 + ('( _ v,u2 -co 
Y; +AV 
2 
c G, I 




exp( - t. 
2v2 ) dY dYi 
1 + (Y - v;f-
dY dY; + 
<21) 
But gain is equal tc loss, which means 4X; is equal tc 
C <1 - RI> + <1 - Rr> l X; , where RI and Rr a:t"e the left and :t" ight 
mirror reflectivities, respectively. Therefore we can find 




c ( G.: - G/> I 




1 exp( - E.2V2 ) 
1 + (Y - v;>2 1 + L: ZXn -
n 1 +Cf - Yn) 
<1 - Ri>-+-u + Rr) + Za.l - ( G - u7> M 
' 





YJ + A':!, 
2 
K - I 




exc< - 1.¥) dY dY; 
1. + f'{ - y~ 
M - I exc< - ,,z.ya ) 
-ao [1 + <V - yifl ti + ~ ZXn dV 
n 1 + <V _ yn)·- J 
16 
New, in the limit if UJe neglect band to band absorption, 
~ 
1JJhich means G - 0, equation C22) becomes 
4Y YJ+y co 
CG. I 
AY v·--
, 2 co Z • .2) X
. - I .--I - ,. y- dY J - CAIJ' 2Xn 
<1-RD + <1.+Rr>+ 2t.U - G" C1+<Y-Vj)2J U+ * i+N-Y _J 
0 
I 1 exc<- ,,,2yz) -00 i+N-Y;f- 1+ L 2Xn dV dVi 
n i+N-Yn>2 
(23) 
If 1JJe assume the mode spacing is small compared to the 
broadening and calculate the integrals in equation C23), it 
can be 1JJritten as 
X;= 
1 2Xn ) C2g,lAY <1-+-Y~;2i:->-:<1~+=-- ~~;' -
1 
+ Yn-
C1 - RU + Ci - Rr> + zw. - v·21 Ci + L Z.Xn -> 
<1 + ' n 1 + Yn 
29!d 
(24) 
Then by multiplying the numerator and denominator 
equation C2"±) by 
<1 + Y;2.) C1 + L 2Xn - ) 
n 1 + Yn 
cf 
and introducing the ratio of the round-trip gain to the 
round-trip cavity less as 
r = 29cl 
<1 - RU + <.1 - Rr> +2'" +2gJ. (ZS) 
17 
equation C2~) can be written as 
Xj,. CAY _ _ 
r 1C1 + Yf> <1 + L 2Xn .. > - 1 
n 1 + Yn 
<2S> 
Now if we multiply both sides cf equation C26) by 
ru + vj2r1 and sum ever all modes, we obtain 
x = L 2cci>4V . _ . AVh 
J -
or 
AV 1 1 
X = 4C iVh ~ i + Vj2 r 1 U. + Vj2) <1 + X> - i <:Zn 
where we introduced the noise parameter C as 
C = ShVAV" /4A <28> 
By substituting equation C28) in equation C27), it becomes 
X = srAV ~ 
J 
1 1 
i + Y;2 <1 + X> r 1 <1 + Y;2> - 1 
C29> 
Which is consistent with the results in Cl2J. 
a. TOTAL MULTIMODE INTENSITY 
When the mode spacing is much less than the transition 
linewidth C 4V (( 4Vh 
C12J. 
x = c [ ( 1 + x ).112 - 1 ] 
i+x-r 
), equation C29) can be written as 
(3c:)) 
which is a cubic equation in X and can be solved explicitly, 
18 
or the solution can be obtained by numerical methods. Two 
limits of particular interest are when r is less than unity 
Cbelow threshold) and when r is greater than unity Cabove 
threshold). 
When C is very small compared to one, equation C30) can be 
written as C12J 
1 
[ (i - ,..)112 - iJ c 
X: 
,.. - 1 
f'cr ,.. < 1 
f'cr r > 1 
As we mentioned before, one cf the measurable quantities in a 
laser oscillator is the total output intensity. Therefore we 
can find the total intensity by summing the value of X over 
all modes, which can be written as C12J 
Xt = ---'~~~~-
U - rl1 + xr tn 
rl1 + X>-1 c 
In Fig. 1 there is a plot of X versus r for a wide range of 
noise parameter C. As is obvious from the Fig. 1 , we can see 
for small values of C that the intensity increases abruptly 
when the gain increases past threshold Cr=l). However,for 
large values of C this is not as clear as for small ones. 
In fig. 2 there are some theoretical longitudinal mode 
spectra, where mode amplitudes are plotted versus the 
normalized frequency Vs= 2 CV - Vo >I 4Vs for various values 
of the threshold parameter r. As we can see there is a rapid 
line narrowing that occurs near threshold. 
In real frequency units the full width of the spectrum at 
half maximum is 




By using equation C30) and assuming that the mode spacing 
is much less than the transition linewidth C 4V « AVh ) 
equation C31) becomes 
c 
!Vs = 4Vh < X + C > (32) 
which for two limits of operation below and above threshold, 
and for small values of C can be written as 
r u. - .->'"' fer .. < 1 
4Vs -1 4Vh - c fer ,.. > 1 <33> 
<r - 1) 
By looking at equation C33), we can see that the linewidth 
below threshold is only a function of gain and loss and is 
independent of the level of spontaneous emission input. 
In Fig. 3 there are plots of the spectral width versus 
r for various values of noise parameter C. As is shown the 
spectral width 4Vs decrease abruptly as the gain increases 
past threshold, which means when r is slightly greater than 
unity, oscillation is confined to a single longitudinal mode 
as we can see in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3 Width cf mode spectrum in a homogeneously 
broadened as a function of ~. 
10 
b. TOTAL MULTIMOOE INTENSITY INCLUDING 
BANC-TO-BAND ABSORPTION 
23 
In part Ca) we neglected the band-to-band absorption 
~ 
CG - 0), but in this part we will see the effect of this term 
on the intensity. 
If we multiply both: side of equation C20) by 
L... j 2 2) exc<-£Y dY 1 + y2 
-GO 
and use the change cf variable 
ax; = 
az 
CIO 2 2 
J exc<-£Y > dY 1 + v2 axj 
-co 9o - 9"' az 
(34) 
(35) 
and introducing the ratio of unsaturated gain 
unsaturated band-to-band absorption g' as 
9c = g .. 
, 
r C Ci - RI> + Ci - Rr> + 2cil + 2g l l 
29'1 
equation C20) becomes 
CIO 
(36) 
9"c: to the 
CIO 
axj 
az - x· I exc< - £2y2 ) - ' a. + rt - Yj)2 J a. + L zxn 2 J 
-co n1+rt-~ 
dY - BXj I exp( ~ 2y2) 
1 y2 dY+ 
-co + 
yj + 4Y 
2 co 
c I I exp( - £2y2 , 
a. + ('{ - Y-J2 l a. + L 2Xn - l 
~-~-co ni+rt-~ 
dY dY; + 
z 
Yj+ I ~y co 
D I exp( - £2y2 ) 








r - g; 
9' 
1 - -g. 
c 





are used fer simplicity. Equation C37) can be written in 




= X; I {exp(- f.2Y2>J /_ n 1 2Xn - B va} dY + 'u + rt - v· u + L _ J 1 + 
~ n1+N-Y 
Y;j~ 
Y; _ 4Y 
2 
co 
J ~ ...:.¥ > { C + D } dY dYi ti + CY - Yi)2 ] 1 + L 2Xn 2 
~ ni+~-~ 
(40) 
By assuming the mode spacing is small compared to 




aa 1 B }dY+ 
= X; I ( ex;J(~2y2> } { + N - Yj}2] t1 + L 2Xn -J - 1 + y2. 
i n1 + N - Y~ ~ 
QO " 
I AY exc< - & ·v2 > { C ~ + D } dY t1 + CY - Yj)2J 1 + L .c:..Xn Yn)2. 
~ n 1+CY-
(41) 
which is cur final equation and can be solved by an iteration 
method. If we put equation C'±O) en a computer and use the 
Runge Kutta method as cur iteration precess, we can see the 
longitudinal mode spectra as shown in Fig. ~ fer various 
values cf the threshold parameter r. In this special case we 
25 
used the spontaneous emission term C as 0.001 which is a 
reasonable value for semiconductor lasers, and the mode 
spacing as <1/20)4Vh 1 and the normalization is such that the 
center mode amplitude is constant. It is interesting to see 
the abrupt line narrowing that occurs slightly above 
threshold. As shewn in rig. ~the envelope cf the"cscillaticn 
mode intensities is always a lcrentzian function, whether the 
laser is operating above er below threshold. 
Many experiments and applications are sensitive to the 
• 
intensity and it is important that this quantity be 
understood theoretically. 
Here again to find the total output intensity, we use 
equation C~l) and by summing the intensity ever all modes, we 
can find the total normalized intensity. This is done fer 
most multimcde lasers and plotted in rig. S fer a wide range 
cf the spontaneous term C and the threshold parameter r and 
we can see that the band-to-band absorption reduces the 
intensity a little bit. Here again we can see that fer small 
values cf C, the intensity increases abrup~ly by several 
orders of magnitude when the gain increases past threshold. 
However when C is large, the transition region becomes poorly 
defined. 
In cur numerical method, we used & • S , G "' • 38 cm -
1, mirror 
ref'lectivities RI • • 3 and Rr • .3, nor.saturating 
distributed intensity loss rate G; - 1±0 cm-1 , and length 
26 
L • 300 U.m 
The theory we presented provides a useful description of the 
laser intensity characteristics over the entire small signal 
range. 
The results~also hav~ significant implications for lasers 





another form as 
c = ShV4Vh /4A 
is 
can 
that the parameter C 
see this by writting 
Ps = A/S 
C = hVAVh 14Ps = fiC24A /4A 3Fs 
is wavelength 
equation C28)in 
Which shows that shortening the wavelength by a factor cf 
ten, will increade C by a factor of 1000 and the threshold 
would be completely obscured. 
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C. Inhomogeneous Broadening including 
band-to-band absorption 
The theoretical expressions derived here are in good 
agreement with threshold spectral data obtained in the lab 
using semiconductor lasers. 
Until this point we have only cosidered the homogeneous 
broadening which means 4Vh « 4Vc1 Cwhere D stands for 
Doppler). When inhomogeneous broadening is dominant, similar 
calculations can be performed. In this case the natural 
damping ratio f. is less than one C0.5) and homogeneous 
broadening is small compare to the Doppler broadening. In 
this limit we can take the Gaussian function out cf the 
integral and equation C~l) can be written as 
OOI 1 - B ldY + ax; = X; Cexs:><- E.2Y2>1 c Yj)2J u + ~ 2Xn J 1 + v2 
az -oo u + Cf - i'-1 + Cf - vn>2 
QO 
4Y [exp{-€, 2y2)] I i 2 { c 2Xn + D ) dY (44) 
(1 + Cf - Yj) ] 1 + L 2 
-ao n 1 + Cf - Yn> 
and by the change cf variable 
~, 
Z = Y - Y; and evaluating 
the summation at n a j , equation (~~) becomes 
00 00 
ax; = X; [exp(-€, 2y2)] J dZ - BX; [exp(-£, 2y2)] J 1 dY + 






Y;2>l I dZ + 4Y [exr:>(-&2Y;2>1 I 1 dY (45) 
1+2Xj+Z 2 j,+v2 
-co -QO 
and by using the value of 
CIQ 
I 1 ~dY='lll' 
-co 
equation C~S) becomes 
I» 
ax; = X; exd.-&2Y;2> r J dZ ;. ~ - 'lll' a l + 4V e:x:o<-&2V;2> ~ az 1+2X;+Z ~ 
-QO 
[oa I . 
-Q01+~;+r'"2 + 'Jf. J 
_ [ X; +AV J Cexr:><-&2v;
2
>J + [ 4y - BX; J [1r exr:><-&2Y;2n (46) 
- C1+2X;J12 
Equation C~6) gives the intensity for an inhomogeneously 
broadened laser. 
In Fig. 6 are plots of the total intensity for various 
values of C with respect to r. 
In Fig. 7 are shown the longitudinal mode spectra for some 
values of r. As we see above threshold there is single mode 
operation, but far above threshold the spectral envelop 
begins to rebroaden which is in agreement with practice. The 
oscillation of additional modes begins to occurs when the 
gain exceeds losses by a factor of 2.8 . Here we see that 
inhomogeneity is a good reason to describe this manner and 
is discused by other authors C35-39J. 
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D. Mixed Broadening including band-to-band 
absorption 
In this case we are looking for the situation when AVh = AVo 
or in other word when the natural damping ratio C e ) is 
unity In previous cases ,homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
broadening, we could make those integrals simpler by 
assuming the Gaussian term is varing slowly compared to the 
Lorentzian term. But in this case we can't do that and we 
have to use one cf the numerical methods to find the 
intensity. 
Tc find a numerical solution we refer to equation C22) and 
, 
by substituting the value cf GQ and G , it can be written as 
YH4Y Y;1AY 
200 2 00 cJ J 1 exc<-c. 2v2> dV dV; + oJ J em<-c. 2'f2> dV r:N; 
1+<Y-Y~ 1+ ~ 2Xn 1+<Y-Y~2 
v· A'f"OO n J.+<Y-Ynr y· 4y-oo 
x·~ '2 . '2 
I 00 CO (47) 
E I mc<-a.2'f2> r:N - I ext)(-& zr, dY 
1 + 'f2 t1+<Y-YJ12J ti+~ 2Xn zl 
-co 0 n 1+<Y-Yn> 
and by putting £ = 1 ,it can be written in mere compact 
f crm as 
oo Y~{ C +D}dV I AV exc<- 2Xn 1+<Y-Y'j}2 1+ + i+<Y-Yiz 
- 1 }~ X; = ao B -1 2Xn J exg<-v"> { 1+v2 + i+l:Y-v;>' i+~ i+l:Y-v;>' 
-co 
(48) 
·~ s~a~awe~ed as1ou ~ua~a##1P ~O# ~ 
sns~a~ n~1sua~u1 ~nd~no TE~o~ a4~ #O s~otd a~e 8 ·51~ UI 
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E. Lew Gain Approximation including 
band-to-band absorption 
As we mentioned earlier, when the gain per pass is small, 
beth X;+ and x;- can be approximated by a single parameter 
X; and by equating the increase in intensity in one round 
trip with the mi~ror losses, equation C20) can be written as 
• • 
{ c + D} AV 
i+Yf 2Xn i+L i+Yn (49> n x·- 1 I -
B "' -
<1+Y;2> <1+ L ~a> 
n 1+ n 
by multiplying beth side of' equation C'i9) by 
2(1 + Y;2>-1 
and summing it over all modes, it becomes. 
X=L UY 
j <1+Y;2)2 
c r:;:x+ D 
(50) 
B-w- 1 
Ci+Yiz> U. + JO 
In the single mode case we· don't have the sumaticn and 
equation CSO) reduces to 
T -oc+n ~A+n a .x. ~+n 
0C + l'> Q + ::> AVZ = X 
LE: 
BE 
uo1~ew1xo~dde u1eB-mo1 a4~ ~o ase~ 






In our experiment we used Sharp laser diodes and we tried 
to see if the theory is consistent with experiment. One of 
the experiments which we can do is to test the variation cf 
longitudinal mode amplitudes for various values cf the 
threshold parameter r. Tc do this we used a half-meter 
scanning monochromator with a high ~esclution grating C.02 nm 
in the first order), two collimator lenses, and different 
Sharp's laser diodes. The setup is shown in Fig. 10. We can 
control the input voltage and current to the diode by using 
one DC power supply. The output radiation is colected by 
CM 20/.~) colimatcr lens focused at M. Because the beams 
which come out from the laser diode deflect very fast, we put 
this lens very close to it. Then by putting the second lens 
CM 10/.22) so that its focal point is at M, we will get 
parallel beams out of it which go to the entrance slit of the 
monochromator and after resolving it, the output can be 
detected by a power meter and recorded by a chart recorder. 
The action of the light inside the monochromator is shown 
in Fig. 11. The wavelength of the monochramatic light 
emerging at the exit slit is changed by simply rotating the 
"±0 
about its center. 
then by changing the input voltage, we observed the response 
of the laser diode for different values of r and the results 
are ploted in Fig. 12, which is consistent with theoretical 
results and shows the rapid line narrowing that occurs near 
threshold. In this test we used SHARP LT022MC with the 
fellowing characteristics. 
vop - l.73 v 
lop • S"±.5 mA 
Itrt • "±5."± mA 
wavelength • 781 nm 
!he speed cf the moncchrcmatcr was ccntroled by an APPLE 
computer and the rate cf scaning was "±. 
Another experiment was done to see the dependence cf the 
output power on threshold parameter r. In this part we used 
the power meter and one of the SHARP laser diodes. The output 
light was detected directly by the power meter and in Fig. 13 
there is a plot cf the output power versus the threshold 
parameter r. As we can see the experimental results arein 
good agreement with the theoretical plot. One thing which is 
important is that there is no output power below threshold. 
It starts at threshold and increase linearly which is not 
true for other lasers. 
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Fig. 12 Empirical plots of longitudinal mode amplitudes 
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1 V • CONCLUSION 
In this study, we intJ:oduced a model for' multimode laser' 
oscillator's and by numerical and analytical 
studied different aspects of laser' diodes 
procedures we 
such as: total 
multimode output power, threshold 
of the band-to-band absorption, 
characteJ:istic, effect 
low gain approximation, 
homogeneous limit, inhomogeneous limit and mixed broadening. 
Also, we saw the effect of noise parameter C for two 
limits of interest, below and above threshold. 
In our study, we checked the effect of the band-to-band 
absorption and we can see that it reduces the intensity by an 
oJ:der of two or thJ:ee. 
Also, we showed that our theoJ:y is in good agreement 
with expeJ:imental data. 
In out" model, we include substantial spontaneous emission 
input which is an impoJ:tant teJ:m in semiconductor laser's and 
the amount cf noise because cf this effect is veJ:y high 
compaJ:ed to the other' type cf laseJ:s. 
FJ:om cur study we conclude that the effect cf spontaneous 
emission an diode laseJ:s is veJ:y strong and the model which 
we pJ:esented heJ:e is in good agJ:eement with thJ:eshold 
spectral data obtained using semiconductor laser's even far 
above threshold. Other models predicts continued narrowing 
while in practice the spectral envelope begins to rebroaden. 
Our model shows that inhomogeneity in material can be the 
cause of this behavior. 
The techniques presented provide a basis for future study. 




, ~~ , in a laser with· mixed 
not go through a sharp minimum 




minimum and then rebroadens back to the Doppler width. Also, 
we can use the same techniques and add other terms of 
interest in the original rate equations to find the intensity 
and the output power more accu~ately. 
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APPENDICES 
A. Runge-Kutta Method. 
!his method is applicable 
systems of first-order equations cf the form 
dF = fCC,F') 
dX 
or any set cf first-order equations cf the form 
dF1 = fJ..CCF1F2) 
dX 
dF2 = f2fXF1F2) 
dX 
to 
and can be developed to various degree cf accuracy. In our 
case, we used the Runge-Kutta method of order two. !he Runge-
Kutta methods have the general form 
Yn+J.. = Yn + hf'<xn.Yn.h> n~O Y., = ~ 
where F <xn, Yn. h> can be thought of as some kind of 
average slope cf the solution on the interval 
Fer methods cf order two, we generally have 
where 
and 
FCx , y, h> = i1 fCx, y) + i2 fCx + <:Ui, y + .GhTCx, y)) 
i1 = 1 - i2 
1 
a; = t3 = 2'12 
( Xn , Xn+J. ] 
51 
II.Ii th i2 arbitrary. Thus there is a family of Runge-Kutta 
methods of order t11.10, depending on the choice of ; 2 
Because ; 2 is arbitrary, one good choice is 72 = 112 11.1hich 
yields 
Yn+1 = Yn + ~ [ fCxn, !:Jn) + f<xn + h, Yn + hT<xn, !:Jn)) ] n~O 
The sum of Yn + hf<xn, Yft) is the Euler solution at Xn.+1 
Using it, 11.1e obtain an approximation to the derivative at 
X.W.1 1 namely 
f<xn..11 Yn + hf<xn, !:Jn)) 
This and the slope -r<x,,. Yn> are then averaged to give an 
"aver-age" slope of the solution on the inter-val ( X.11 Xn+1 J 
giving 
F<xn. Ynt ti> = ~ C f<xn, Yn> + f<xn +h, Yn + ht'Cxn. Yn>> l 
which is used to predict Yn+.1 from Yn 
B. Simpson's Rule 
Tne central idea behind most ideas 
approximating 
b 
l(f) = J f( x ) dx 
a 
for" 
is to l:"eplace f Cx) by an approximating function whose 
integral can be evaluated. 
Appr"oximate f Cx) by the linear polynomial 
P.i<x> = <b - x>TCa> + <x - a>ICb> 
b-a 
which interpolates fCx) at a and b. The integral of 
over Ca,bJ is 






This approximates the integral ICf) if f{x) is almost linear 
on Ca,bJ. 
To improve T Cf), we use quadratic interpolation to 
approximate fCxl en Ca, bJ. let p2( x > be the quadratic 
polynomial that interpolates fCx) at a, c - Ca+b) I 2 and b, 
we get 
b b 
RF> = I p2(x) dx 
a 
= J [ <x-c><x-b> f(a) + <x-aXx-b> f<c> + <x-a><x-c> f(b) J dx 
Ca-cXa-b> <c-aKc-b> <b-aXb-c) 
a 
which by introducing h • Cb-a)/2, using change of variable 
and putting the value of 
b a+2h 2h 
J <x-cXx-b) dx = _j_ J <x-cXx-b> dx = _j_ J (u-h)(u-2h) du <a-cXa-b> 2h2 2h2 
a a 0 
1 3 32. 2...2h =Zh2 ~ - 2u-n +Zhu .J .... 
it can be written as 
S2<f> = g Cf< x > + 4 f < a ~ b > + f( b > J 
h 
=3 
This is accurate approximation to ICf) if fCxl is nearly 
53 
quadratic. For other cases proceed in the same manner. Let n 
be an even integer, h - Cb-a)/n, and define the evaluation 
points for f Cx) by 
Xj =a+ jh j = 0, 1, ... In 
Break Ca,bJ into larger subintervals, each containing three 
interpolation node points, yielding 
b 
Kr> = J f<x.> dx 
a 
X2 X4 
= J f(x) dx + J f(x) dx + ... 
a x2 
+j f(x) dx 
Xn-2 
Approximate each subinterval by the value for the quadratic, 
giving 
1(-f) = ~ (fCJco} + 4f<x1> + f<x2>l + ~ (f<x2> + 4f(x3) + f(x4)] 
h + ... 13 CfCxn-2> + 4f~1> + fCxn>l 
which in compact form gives the general formula for Simpson's 
rule. 
Sn<f> = ~ [fCJco} + 4f<x1> + Zf<x2> + 4f<x3> + 2f<x~ + ... + 
ZfCxn-2> + 4.f~1> + fCxn>l 
